We Love the BU Link and Boulder Universal Learning Experiences!!

Parent Testimonial from parents mostly working from home as an a full-time MSED., STEM Student and as a full-time Principal Research Scientist:

Our 3 children have been learning online since the start of the pandemic. This year’s online learning experience through BU & BU Link has been an extremely wonderful experience in comparison to the prior years of remote learning through neighborhood schools for the following reasons:

- Each of my children are happier with their learning experience as BU Students.
- High-quality dedicated teachers for online content classes.
- Well-balance rigorous subject content work integrated with technology, fostering the growth of key twenty-first century skills.
- Well-structured classes with online meet times balanced with asynchronous work times.
- Highly independent learning; parents can work from home.
- Increased happiness from school being only school work and not the difficult social elements.
- All 3 students have already asked to remain with BU Link through the 2021-2022 year
- 2 students (9th and 6th) have decided they would like to remain with BU for the 2022-2023 school year.

BU 9th Grade TAG Student Testimonial:

“I think BU is fantastic for genuine learning - you have the freedom to focus on your work without the social/mental pressures of in-person schooling.”

BU Link 6th Grade Student Testimonial:

“I like being a BU Link student because it is fun and interactive in my 6th grade online classes. From my experience online, the teachers are nicer at BU Link.”

BU Link 4th Grade Student Testimonial:

“These are 3 things that I love about BU Link:
1. I can work at my own pace.
3. I get to meet classmates from all over Boulder Valley School District!”

6th Grade Science Inquiry into Matter

4th Grade SEL Assignment

Parent Testimonial from parents mostly working from home as an a full-time MSED., STEM Student and as a full-time Principal Research Scientist:

BU Link 4th Grade Math Assignment

Grade 4 BU Link Math Assignment

Thank You